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MID CONTINENT REGIONAL BOARD
NEWSLETTER
October 2015
Regional Manager Report – Fall Issue
Joan L Chopp
It has been a very busy summer – just not long enough! But it looks like Fall is in the air!
We had a great Regional Board Meeting in Kansas City the weekend of September 19th along with Heart of
America’s Annual Diva Day! Thanks to all of you who were able to attend and I hope you also enjoyed Diva
Day. Many thanks to Melissa Mayeaux and Evelyn Anderson and their chapter members for the awesome Day!
The training, vendors and activities were Wonderful!
Our Regional Training Program (RTP) will be held on November 14th in Des Moines, Iowa. We will hold the
RTP with the Warrior Chapter Holiday Boutique! I attended the Boutique last year and it was really good and I
hear that this year it will even be larger and better!
I have been attending as many of the monthly Regional Manager calls as I can. I missed a couple of them due to
scheduling. The next call is scheduled for Thursday, October 6th. I plan to attend that call, as scheduled.
Most all of you have sent me a copy of our chapter bylaws, as I requested – thank you! A couple of you still need
to send your chapter’s bylaws to me – Please!
Please remember to review your chapter rosters and contact those members that are nearing or past their
membership expiration date. Personal contact works wonders so give them a call or an email and let them know
you want them to be members of the chapter.
Keep working on your chapter programs – try to plan them now at the beginning of the year. Be sure you include
FEW’s 4 Focus Areas (Diversity, Compliance, Legislation and Training) in your programs. There are a lot of
training power points from National FEW on the National Website at www.few.org that you can download and
use in your chapter training activities. (See Article from Gloria Sherman, FEW Training via the Internet)
Enjoy the Fall Season and keep up the hard work that makes our region GREAT!
Many thanks to you all!

Joan Chopp, Regional Manager
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My Regional “Hats”
By Joyce Latrom

In addition to serving as the Nebraska Heartland Chapter President, I am glad to be active with our Region. At
the present time, I serve as the Mid-Continent Regional Awards Chair and the Scholarship Chair. This provides
me with three votes at our Regional meetings that are held twice a year, spring and fall. The Region also meets at
our National gathering once a year.
This summer I was able to attend the NTP (National Training Program) in New Orleans. We always have a
Regional gathering on Wednesday late afternoon and grab dinner together afterwards. Our Regional Chapter
Awards are presented at this meeting. This year we had two winning entries. The Heart of America Chapter in
Kansas City was awarded the best Special Project Award for Diva Day 2014. The Nebraska Heartland Chapter
was recognized for Best Programs Award. Each award included a Certificate and $35.00.
We also have a Regional Scholarship for the National Training Program. This year it was awarded to Melissa
Mayeaux from the Heart of America Chapter. Melissa has held the Presidency for her chapter for several years.
She is also key to organizing their annual Diva Day along with Evelyn Anderson at the breathtaking Diastole
House.
The most rewarding times for me, as a member of FEW, is meeting many wonderful people that I would not
know otherwise. My “FEW” friends are from everywhere around the country. We celebrate our diversity as
well as our shared thoughts of women’s equality and FEW’s mission.
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE DAY
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“4 Ways to Be a Force for Good in the World”
By Dr. Shelley Prevost
You're in a position to do more good than you think; starting right inside your own company. Like many of you, I am still
reeling from the events in Connecticut a few weeks ago. What I saw unfold was almost enough to turn this Director of
Happiness into a nihilist. Rather than choose nihilism, however, I feel convinced, stronger than ever, to do good in this
world. And as this personal commitment is reaffirmed, I have a charge for business leaders everywhere.
You are in a unique position to affect many lives--lives that you don't even know you impact. When you treat an employee
with respect and kindness, you are empowering her to parent her children with respect, or to be a little kinder to her spouse
or neighbor. It pays forward, so use your power for good. Here's how:
1. Give others something to believe in. Inspiring others is not magic, but it's also not easy. To inspire others, you must first
believe in something. Talk about your life's calling. What is your purpose, cause, or belief? The more you talk about it, the
more you will inspire others to find theirs. When they do, be among their biggest champions.
2. Build a community that cares. Don't just build a "company culture." Build a community where relationships are formed
and people genuinely care about each other. You will make an impact if you are serious about honoring the humanity of
your employees. When you believe that people are human beings first and worker bees second, you say something about
their worth. Consequently, they will sign up to be in your army and smash through walls for you.
3. Say "thank you" and mean it. Gratitude is one of the most powerful yet underestimated aspects of leadership. In fact,
employees rank appreciation extremely high among incentives.
Appreciate someone working consecutive 16-hour days? Tell her.
Love someone's idea and how it helped break through some barriers? Say so.
Thankful that someone believes in your dream? Say "thank you."
The key with gratitude is to keep it specific and heartfelt. People are adept at smelling a phony thank you. Unlike the
proverbial "good job" to a toddler for simply peeing in the toilet, appreciation should actually be about something
remarkable.
4. Find the good. Tony Tjan, CEO of venture capital firm Cueball, recently spoke about optimism in an interview with the
New York Times. He said: When someone gives you an idea, try to wait just 24 seconds before criticizing it. If you can do
that, wait 24 minutes. Then if you become a Zen master of optimism, you could wait a day, and spend that time thinking
about why something actually might work.
Finding the good in something is not always easy--some ideas are bad, some jobs are bad, some people are bad--but there is
usually a shred of good in everything. Notice it and then speak up about it. It's amazing how quickly this reframe--to see the
possibility instead of the liability--will go viral, prompting others around you to see the good, too. Give it a try.
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COMPLIANCE:
1 Sep 2015

The myriad of compliance and ethics requirements that are imposed on federal organizations, can be daunting
as well as frustrating to organizations seeking to survive today. At a time perhaps when many organizations are
looking for the government to support their efforts, it may seem to some that the government decision to
mandate added costly compliance and ethics policies and perhaps even additional human resources is far from
the support that organizations need. The reality however is that we are at a truly unique time in relation to how
Americans view organizations. More and more the demand on government is not only to stimulate the economy
and return America to its prominence, but also to do right by all citizens by ensuring that organizations,
including their executives, are not exempt from the common notions of equity and fair play. The winning
organizations will be those that embrace compliance and ethics requirements. We should encourage all
organizations to strive to develop and implement a best‐practice compliance and ethics program. The return on
investment for organizations that do so will be immeasurable. Do your part and report compliance complaints.

Respectfully,
Pam Makovicka
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Legislative Report
September 19, 2015
OPM Secures Contractor to Handle Background Breach Credit Monitoring:
The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and the Department of Defense September 1 announced Identity Theft
Guard Solutions, doing business as ID Experts, has been awarded a contract to provide a full range of identity theft and
credit monitoring services to the federal employees whose personal information was stolen from OPM’s background
investigations database as a result of a cyber breach. ID Experts will provide three years of identity theft restoration and
identity theft insurance to those affected by the breach, effective immediately. Notices to individuals affected by the
background investigation data breach will begin going out by the end of September.
Those individuals who were victims of the theft of personnel record information and who received notification from
CSID in July also will receive a notification from the U.S. Government if their background investigation records also
were stolen. OPM will, at some time, be providing more information on its website about how that process will work. At
this time, OPM’s cybersecurity website www.opm.gov/cybersecurity has the most recent information on both data thefts
as well as an email address, cybersecurity@opm.gov, to answer additional questions.
Federal Pay Raise for Calendar Year 2016:
President Obama sent a letter to Congress August 28, proposing his alternative pay plan for the 2016 calendar year. The
plan proposes a 1.0 percent increase to the General Schedule (and some other pay systems). An alternative pay plan for
locality pay will be announced by the end of November. However, the President announced that the combined increase
in basic payroll due to the 1.0 percent increase and locality pay increases will be limited to 1.3 percent. This is 2.3
percent lower than the private sector. In the past five years, federal employees have endured a three-year pay freeze, two
years of limited raises, reduced pay due to increased retirement contributions (without any added benefit), furloughs due
to sequestration and a government shutdown that caused grave uncertainty. Federal employees have sacrificed enough.
To express your views and concerns to your lawmakers visit FEW’s Grassroots Advocacy website (www.capwiz.com/few)

Respectively Submitted,

Debbie Farley
Debbie Farley
Legislative Chair
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Heart of America’s Diva Day!
Various members from around the region met on Saturday, September 19, 2015 in Kansas City, MO for the Fall
Regional Board Meeting.
While in Kansas City, the members also participated in the Heart of America’s Diva Day Celebration.
Diva Day is our annual training and fun day! The event also includes opportunities to support local vendors like:
Gloria Sherman with Beauti- Control Spa products, Amanda Falk with Tupperware, Jane Schmidtke with Young
Living Essential Oils-VitaFlex Foot Massage, Gisele Davis with ‘Isn’t That Special’ jewelry and Melanie Young
who gives chair massages that are just wonderful!
Training sessions included topics like: How to Relieve Stress (Marsha Young, USDA), Principles of Wills and
Trust (Christina Knopke, Gaughan & Connealy Estate Planning Attorneys); and Being Intentional with Your
Money (Matthew Shull, Shull Financial Group). We also had a Compliance/Legislation overview, along with
other information was presented by our regional manager and other regional board members.
We are also grateful to our GEHA (Kelly Bremer) who is our corporate sponsor.
We hope to continue the tradition, so keep your ears open for an announcement next year.
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“Check BEFORE you act!”
By Eric Harvey

Check decisions and planned activities for “rightness” before implementing them. Use the questions below (or
similar ones supplied by your organization) as your litmus test. Answering “no” to one or more of the following
would suggest the need to either develop an alternative strategy or to seek counsel and advice from appropriate
sources:
THE ETHICAL ACTION TEST A. Is it legal? B. Does it comply with our rules and guidelines? C. Is it in sync
with our organizational values? D. Will I be comfortable and guilt-free if I do it? E. Does it match our stated
commitments and guarantees? F. Would I do it to my family or friends? G. Would I be perfectly okay with
someone doing it to me? H. Would the most ethical person I know do it?
Lead Well ... Lead Right,
“You must never be fearful about what you are doing when it is right” -Rosa Parks

Being Responsible
Responsibilities of Regional Board Members (Elected Officers, Appointed Chairs and Chapter Presidents):
When you accept a position or run for an office on a Regional Board there are some responsibilities that must be
met.
1) Responsiveness: Please be responsive to requests for information and reports
a. By meeting deadlines
b. Try to attend as many of Board Meetings as possible and also support events of the board
2) Communications:
a.

When asked to share information and emails with members of your chapters, please do so in a timely
manner

b. Respond to emails in a timely manner – It is common courtesy to answer email questions or phone
messages as soon as it is possible
Realizing that we are all volunteers, when board members follow the above commitments the entire board and
organization will prosper, thrive and run smoothly.
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RECIPE CORNER
Apple Fritter Cake!
For the batter:
3 cups of flour
1/4 tsp. salt
1 cup of sugar
4 tsp. baking powder
1 1/2 cup milk
2 eggs
2 tsp. vanilla
1/2 cup butter, melted
6 small apples cored, peeled and diced
For the topping:
1 cup of butter, softened
1 cup of brown sugar
2 tbsp. flour
1 tbsp. cinnamon
For the glaze:
2 cups of powdered sugar
5 tbsp. milk
1 tsp. vanilla
Start by mixing all the ingredients for the batter (except the butter) together in a bowl. Once combined, carefully pour in the
melted butter. If you do this part with your mixer at a high speed it will splash everywhere. So slow is best. Pour the batter
into a greased 9×13 pan, any smaller and it will overflow while baking. Evenly distribute the apples over the top of the batter.
In a separate bowl mix together the topping, it will be thick so do your best to drop scoops of it evenly over the apples. Then
take a knife and drag it in a swirly motion all over the pan allowing the toping to make friends with the apples and batter
below.
Bake at 350 degrees for at least 40 minutes. Depending on how many apples you put in and how juicy they were you may
need to increase your time. If the top is getting too brown you can always tent it with foil.
Once baked let sit for 20 minutes and then pour the glaze all over the cake.
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Federal Workforce Diversity: Why Agencies Seek Out
Minority Workers

Dan Woog / Monster.com

Minority representation in the federal workforce continues to outstrip participation in civilian jobs with one exception:
Hispanics, who are significantly underrepresented in federal jobs. But all minority applicants face challenges in
government hiring and advancement.
The degree of difficulty varies widely based on a number of factors, as demonstrated by the following statistics. They
were summarized from the Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment Program report (FEORP) for fiscal year 2004 that was
released to Congress in May 2005.
African Americans make up 17.4 percent of the federal workforce, as compared to 10.1 percent of the civilian labor force.
But the percentage of African Americans drops dramatically with each rise in job grade. They hold 27.6 percent of the
lowest positions (GS 1-4), 25.8 percent of GS 5-8, 15.7 percent of GS 9-12, 10.9 percent of GS 13-15 and just 6.9
percent of Senior Pay levels.
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders represent 4.9 percent of federal employees and 4 percent of the civilian
workforce. They too are underrepresented at Senior Pay levels, representing 5.9 percent of GS 1-4 pay grades but just
2.6 percent at the Senior Pay grade.
American Indians form 1.9 percent of the federal workforce but make up 0.8 percent of the civilian labor force. Job grade
participation ranges from 5 percent at GS 1-4 to 2.9 percent at GS 5-8 to only 0.8 percent at the Senior Pay level.
Hispanics make up just 7.3 percent of the federal workforce versus 12.6 percent of the civilian labor force. They hold
about 9 percent of the GS 1-4 and 5-8 job grade positions and 3.4 percent of Senior Pay-level jobs.
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Representation among Agencies and Departments
Minority hiring patterns also vary by government agency and department when representation is compared to that in
relevant civilian job roles. According to the 2004 FEORP report, African Americans are well represented at the
departments of Education, Housing and Urban Development, Veterans Affairs and Treasury.
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders are similarly represented in the US Navy, Department of Commerce, the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
American Indians are concentrated in the departments of Health and Human Services and Interior, the Social Security
Administration and the Smithsonian Institution.
Finally, Hispanics/Latinos are prominent at the Department of Homeland Security and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission as well as the Social Security Administration.

Why the Discrepancies?
“The tools are there to hire more Hispanics, but not the will,” says Manuel Oliverez, president of the National Association
of Hispanic Federal Executives. “There are no rewards or accolades for hiring and promoting Hispanics and no
punishment if you don’t. The government job market is tight, and requirements for hiring are tough.”
For African Americans in government, “it can be hard to move up the ladder, especially into SES [Senior Executive
Service] positions, if you don’t have a mentor,” says Farrell Chiles, chair of the National Organization of Blacks in
Government. “A lot of African Americans leave government for better opportunities in corporate America, where the only
thing that matters is what you can add to the bottom line.”
Chiles notes that while many agencies encourage African Americans to take tests and advance in grade, “we’re often
competing against other minorities, or veterans.”
Dan Archuleta, chairman of the American Indian Program Council, a subcommittee of the Denver Federal Executive
Board, attributes part of the fact that American Indians are concentrated in a few government agencies to geography and
history. “There is a lot of resistance among Native Americans to moving to cities,” he says. “And some people are just
not willing to work for the government, because it’s the government.”
Archuleta’s group works on creative ways to encourage American Indians to consider government employment, such as
attending powwows to distribute information about 164 federal agencies.

Advice for Minority Federal Job Seekers
Each minority group’s advocates stress the importance of increasing its representation in the federal workforce. “The
business of government is to provide services to citizens and residents,” says Jorge Ponce, co-chair of the Council of
Federal Equal Employment Opportunity and Civil Rights Executives. “People need to participate directly in institutions
that affect their lives.”
To enhance your chances of landing a government job, Ponce suggests networking with friends, relatives and
associates to discover openings in departments or agencies. Applicants should also be sure to submit all required
documents and forms. “With the government, it’s not enough to have nine things if they want 10,” he says.
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“Timely Tips for Effective Communication” By Eric Harvey
Don’t kill the messengers. If you want a healthy organization with open communication, it’s important that you
reward people for keeping you in the loop. You want to encourage others to bring you bad news because you can’t
fix what you don’t know is broken. Smart bosses like LOTS of information – the good, the bad, and the ugly. The
more people are communicating well with you – and with one another – the more you can stay ahead of the curve.
For everyone … Don’t gossip. Every organization has its informal communication network – often referred to as
“the grapevine.” It can be very useful to listen in on the grapevine to find out what others are up to, but try your
very best to refrain from putting information out there on the grapevine yourself. It can come back to haunt you –
big time. Don’t say anything you don’t want repeated. It doesn’t matter if you swear someone to secrecy – invariably
they will think, “oh, it won’t hurt if I just tell my best friend,” and breach confidentiality. It’s just human nature. So
before you share your thoughts, feelings, or sensitive information with others, just assume that it will be repeated
sooner or later.
“The end for a caterpillar is the beginning of the butterfly.” With or without your consent, everything
changes. Go with it! Make the best of it! And always remember, the best is yet to come” — Michael Josephson
“People of character do the right thing even if no one else does, not because they think it will change the
world but because they refuse to be changed by the world.” -Michael Josephson
“Too often we underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest
compliment, or the smallest act of caring, all of which have the potential to turn a life around” ~Leo F. Buscaglia
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Opportunities Abound with FEW
~ Melissa Mayeaux ~
You know the saying, ‘If you don’t try, then you’re just trying to fail.’
Actually, I just made that up! But it’s still true.
I knew that if I didn’t try to win the Mid-Continent Regional Scholarship to attend the 2015 FEW National
Training Program (NTP), then I had no one to blame but myself.
But I put forth the effort …. And WON! Yea!! I’m sure there were many other members who wanted to
attend, but am very grateful to have had the honor of being chosen to represent the region – Thank You!
The NTP is a wonderful opportunity to receive not only training, but also to learn more about FEW and
meet some AWESOME people. Networking with other members is a great way of keeping the excitement
of FEW’s goals and agenda in mind and helps us remember why we are all working so hard to make this
organization a success and to thrive. The training I received at the NTP was very informative and timely.
While attending the NTP, we were energized and encouraged to be knowledgeable about our mission.
One of the goals of having the NTP’s is to encourage women in the government to seeks out opportunities
to obtain careers that are not only more equitable in pay, but that also fulfill us, that lets us use the talents
we have while honing more skills for future career paths.
I hope that all members will take whatever opportunities come their way to quench their thirst for
knowledge, increase their monetary status and to achieve goals that may have seemed out of reach. One
resource to help accomplish their goals is by using the tools that FEW provides through local Chapter
Meetings, the Regional Training Program (RTP) and the National Training Programs (NTP).
Thanks again to the Mid-Continent Region for choosing my application to attend this year’s NTP and
hope I have the opportunity to go again in the future.
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Mid-Continent Region
15/16 Membership Contest
Regional contest September 1, 2015
through August 31, 2016
All prizes are awarded to individual chapter members.
First prize: $50 towards next Regional Training
Program registration (or $50 cash, if no Mid-Continent RTP
is scheduled within 12 mo) & FEW membership dues for one
year.
Second prize: $50 towards next Regional Training Program
registration (or $50 cash, if RTP is scheduled within 12 mo).
Third prize: FEW membership dues for one year
National lifetime winners will receive a cash payment equal to annual National dues plus chapter dues for one
year. Chapter lifetime winners will receive a cash payment equal the amount of chapter dues for one year.

New member’s applications must have the Referred By line completed whether by
web or paper and a copy retained if by paper for submission at the end of the
contest. Tiebreakers will be decided/resolved from the earliest membership date
listed on the National roster. Winners will be announced at the fall Regional Board
Meeting.
Questions about the contest can be referred to Barb Kesl, Membership Chair at
Lkesl@huxcomm.net or 515-231-4443.
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Patricia Pierstorff Award:
1. Policy: This award will be presented annually to an individual who best
exemplifies the FWP and FEW's mission.
2. Method: The award recipient will receive up to $250.00 to offset the
expenses incurred by attending a FEW Mid-Continent Regional Training Program. This includes
travel by auto, per diem and training expenses.
3. Funding: This award will be funded by a regional budget line item of
$250 per fiscal year. The funding will be marked as the Patricia Pierstorff Award in the regional budget.
4. Criteria and Selection Procedures:
a. The person selected must be a Mid-Continent FEW member, who works
for the Federal Government as a GS-7 (or equivalent) or less and meets the following criteria:
1. Be a member for at least one year.
2. Be an active chapter member participating in meetings,
program or as an officer or committee chair of a chapter or the Region.
3. Be involved in related community activities.
b. The Awards Committee will be responsible for the selection of the award

recipient.
c. The committee will solicit applications in conjunction with regional
awards. Application solicitation will be announced in the Regional Newsletter, by letters to Chapter
Presidents and Regional Officers/Committee Chairs. The following criteria is listed:

I. Completion of Application Form . (See Exhibit VI for the form.)
2. Statement of attendance at Chapter and Regional functions.
3. Statement of how membership in FEW has influenced their
career.
4. Biography limited to 300 words or less.
d. The winner of the scholarship will be notified by telephone in
sufficient time to make travel plans to the next scheduled RTP and will be recognized at the
program and luncheon. There will be no time limit on the award.

5. One additional award in the amount of $250.00 to attend the annual FEW MidContinent Regional Training Program will be offered to anyone (Federal or Non-Federal)
. All other Criteria will be the same except Federal Government Grade level.
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Federal Employees

MID-CONTINENT REGION
THE PATRICIA R. PIERSTORFF AWARD
I. PERSONAL DATA

City and State
Telephone:

Zip Code

_

(H)

-----------

Employment Title and Grade

--------------------

Attach a copy of Leave and Earnings Statement or equivalent.
II. EDUCATION DATA
Major/Field

of Study (Present/Future)

Summary of education to date.
degree(s) received.
·

------------------

List name of college(s) or institution(s), dates attended and

III. OTHER PERTINENT DATA (Attach additional sheets if necessary):

A. FEW Experience/Activities:

B. Community Volunteer Activities:

C. Achievements or Special Honors:

Signature

Date
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City and State
Code

Zip
Telephone: (H)

(W)

II.

_ Employment Title

EDUCATION DATA

Major/Field of Study (Present/Future)

------------------

Summary of education to date.
List name of college(s) or institution(s),
dates attended and degree(s) received.

III. OTHER PERTINENT DATA (Attach additional sheets if necessary) :

A. FEW Experience/Activities:

B. Community Volunteer Activities:

C. Achievements or Special Honors:

Signature

Date
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FEW Training via the Internet
On few.org:
Without even signing in, you can select Training & Education then Webinars. There you will find slides
that went with webinars and, in some cases, the actual recorded webinar.
There is lots of information elsewhere on the site that could be used as training for a chapter. Just look up
your topic of interest, such as Legislative, by scrolling to bottom of homepage and doing a search.
After signing in, you can select Members Only then Chapter Resources and Member Documents. There
you will find things like the NPPM, Chapter Organization, Financial Responsibilities files and so on.
Again, if you have a topic in mind, do a search.
On fewfoundation.org:
Select Webinars to find archived recordings and slides for a variety of FEW topics

FEW AND THE
IRS Part II
A nonprofit group exemption for income taxes is an administrative convenience. One exemption
application for the organization is established with IRS. Chapters and regions don’t have to apply
individually for tax exempt status nor do they receive individual exemption letters. Regions and
chapters are tax-exempt based upon National FEW’s exemption status, an umbrella exemption.
Regions and chapters must be subject to FEW’s general supervision or control, be affiliated with FEW,
and have their own EIN. They must file their own Form 990 on time as discussed in Part I.
Additionally, each region and chapter submits the group tax exemption authorization to FEW’s
accounting agency. The group tax exemption authorization form must be submitted each year to
continue the group exemption status. This is necessary to maintain the roster of affiliated chapters.
Prior to June 30 each year additions and deletions of chapters must be reported to the IRS by FEW’s
accounting agency, who takes care of this responsibility for FEW. If a region or chapter does not
submit the annual authorization to FEW when it is requested, it will be deleted from the IRS list of
subordinates.
The consequences of being removed from the group exemption is loss of the FEW umbrella for
income tax exemption. The region or chapter will have to file a corporate income tax return and pay
taxes on its income. If a region or chapter wants to continue to be tax-exempt, it will have to file for
tax-exempt status on its own.
Another way to lose the group exemption is by not filing the required Form 990. The IRS must revoke
tax-exempt status of any entity if the Form 990 isn’t filed for three consecutive years.
The group exemption only applies to Federal income tax. A region or chapter may need to file state
and local income tax returns. Each entity needs to find out the requirements in their area. It also does
not apply to sales tax. It is up to the region or chapter to determine the state and local requirements.
IRS has a page with links to each state’s department of revenue.
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Check the website for membership and membership
renewal
http://www.few.org/
Check under the “about us” tab for a “join now” tab.

If you have problems with this membership tab send an email to me at
pamela.a.makovicka.civ@mail.mil
I will assist you or find help for you.
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PICTURES FROM NTP AND RPT 2015
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